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ABSTRACT
Quality assurance of raw materials in batik industries needs to be performed in accordance with its critical to quality factors derived from requirements of customer and batik standards such as SNI (Indonesian National Standard) and Batikmark. The existing processes are subject to be improved using Business Process Improvement method, which is conducted in a series of activity analysis and streamlining analysis for every activity in critical processes in order to capture more effective and efficient processes. The improved business processes are then documented in the form of Standard Operating Procedure that is based on requirements ISO 9001:2008 clause 7.4 (Procurement).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Quality of raw materials for batik such as fabric, paraffin wax, and canting affect the critical to quality factors of batik. Reference of quality in raw material is based on definition of a CTQ (Critical to Quality) which is defined as a product or service characteristic that must be fulfill specification or requirement (Kumar, 2006). CTQs are identified for each material acceptance process in order to maintain product and process quality so as to fulfill customer requirements of Batik product with references to SNI for batik and Batikmark. In raw material acceptance process, CTQ targets that fail to be met lead to the occurrence of defects, which are shown in Table 1.

CTQs are created by a set of critical business processes which have direct influence on the quality. The procedure of materials acceptance shoud ensure that the raw materials be compliance with the quality criteria. In addition, the process flow of raw materials acceptance process should be efficient to reduce cycle time and other resources. BPI (Business Process Improvement) is a method which aids in simplifying and streamlining business processes while ensuring that both internal and external customers of the organization receive better outputs (Harrington, 1991).

Table 1. Types of Defects Based on Unfulfilled Critical to Quality

| Types of Defects Based on Unfulfilled Critical to Quality Occurred at Batik Companies |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| 1. Inappropriate fabric width   | 2. Inappropriate fabric weight  |
| 5. Inappropriate dyeing colour  | 6. Torn fabric                 |
| 7. Imperfect wax penetration    | 8. Stiff wax                   |

Proposed business processes should be standardized so as to reduce possible errors that might occur in each batik product realization process. The quality standards set by SNI and the Batikmark should be complemented with quality assurance such as ISO 9001:2008 that is oriented to business and production processes in order to maintain the product quality consistently. The standard ISO 9001:2008 clause 7.4 for purchasing process is a referencing to design standard operating procedure (SOP) for material acceptance process (Tricker, 2010).

The purpose of this study is to identify and improve the material acceptance
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Quality assurance is the process of defining and fulfillment of the quality standards consistently and continuously, so that customers and other stakeholders obtain satisfaction and trust the quality of the products offered (Elliot, 1993; Pike, 1996; Cartin (1999:132). In this study, some quality standards used for Batik product are Batikmark, SNI Batik, and ISO 9001:2008 clause 7.4. Batikmark in physically is a sign that shows the identity and characteristics of Indonesian batik made of three types, namely batik tulis, batik cap and batik combination by copyrights No 034100, 5 June 2007.

Approach used in this study to produce quality documents is by the designing and improving of the business processes. Other study used the same approach to design of a process-based Quality Assurance System for batik cap industry based on ISO 9001:2008 clause 7.5.1 (product realization) that compliance to ISO 9001:200 (Damayanti, et. al, 2014).

BPI (Business Process Improvement) provides a system that will assist the process of business process simplification/streamlining, to give an assurance that the internal and external customers of the organization will get a much better output (Harrington, 1991). Phase of business process improvement can be seen Figure 1.

The figure 1 can be explained as follows (Harrington, 1991):
Organizing of improvement is to get a success by building leadership, understanding, and commitment. Activities undertaken are:

a. Defining critical process
b. Selection process owner
c. Defining the boundary - initial boundary refinement
d. Formation and training of process improvement teams
e. Develop a change management plan
f. Set indicators of success

Figure 1. Business Process Improvement Phase (Harrington, 1991)

Process understanding is the entire understanding of the ongoing business process dimensions. Activities undertaken are:
a. Make a flow chart (Flowchart) business process
b. Establish a relationship - a relationship with a running process
c. Perform timing analysis process
d. Walkthrough process (implementation of rapid improvement)
e. Resolve differences (fixes problem solving process)
f. Setting processes and procedures

Streamlining is an attempt at process simplification using 12 different tools wherein process considered to add little to no value can be reduced and main process that still needs improving can be simplified, resulting in a more effective and efficient process. Streamlining brings about greater process effectiveness, efficiency and adaptability.

Measurement and control is an implementation a system to control the course of business processes in order to achieve a desired target. Activities undertaken are:
a. Develop a process measurement and targets
b. Provide a feedback system
c. Perform a periodic inspection process

Continuous improvement is an ongoing process of business process improvements which are considered better and is able to improve the efficiency of the process.

3. DESIGNING QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEM FOR RAW MATERIAL ACCEPTANCE PROCESSES IN BATIK INDUSTRIES

The output of this study are SOP (standard Operating Procedure), work instruction and the mechanism of process performance evaluation that complies with ISO 9001:2008 in material acceptance process. This is achieved by improving its business processes, that is aligned well with their CTQ targets. Figure 2 explains the conceptual model in this study.

Data collected for design of quality assurance in this study are as follows:
1) Existing business processes, particularly raw material acceptance process and batik pattern designing process.
2) Organizational structure of Batik Komar company.
4) SNI for batik and Batikmark standards.

The processes of designing quality assurance system for material acceptance are as follows:

I. Identification of existing business processes

This research exclusively analyzes raw material acceptance process that strongly affects the quality of finished products. In the existing business processes of two batik companies, material inspection is held in the middle of the production process and testing is not executed. Some critical points of inspection are also missed in the inspection process. This process could lead to longer inspection, rejection or sometimes rework processes happened in the middle or end of the production process. In detail, findings in the existing business process are as follows:
1. The materials inspection is done in the middle of the production process instead of in the receiving process.
2. The standard quality of the raw materials such as Mori and Primisima fabric, gondorukem candle, and raw damar were not specified.
3. Examination of the raw materials are only done physically, resulting in defects caused by raw materials.
4. There is no testing tools are used to ensure the quality of raw materials.
5. Raw materials received and stored data are not documented.

II. Identification of critical factors with direct impact on quality

Factors that affect quality in the production process of batik fabric, particularly in raw material acceptance process are identified through information gained from workers as business processes players and supporting literatures. Critical business processes with high influence on quality are improved with references to SNI for batik and Batikmark standard using BPI method to create proposed business processes that are more effective, efficient and compliant with their Example of CTQ targets in Mori fabric are as follows:

(SNI 08-0281-2004):

i. Width :105-120 cm
ii. Weight :90-100 gram
iii. Construction : plain
iv. Water Absorption :20 seconds
v. Kind of fiber: cotton
vi. Texture: flat

Example of CTQ targets in Gondorukem candle are as follows:
(SNI 7636:2010):
   i. Colour: bright yellow
   ii. Packaging: thick zinc coated steel, sealed
   iii. Labels: clear
   iv. Softening point: 60-70 ° Celsius

III. Analysis using Business Process Improvement Method

All CTQs become the references for designing critical processes. Inspection and testing processes are improved in proposed business processes. Some improvements set in proposed business process are as follows:
1. The materials inspection is done in the beginning of the receiving process.
2. The standard quality of the raw materials such as Mori and Primisima fabric, gondorukem candle, and raw damar have been set.
3. Inspection of incoming raw materials is done in accordance with the standards of the ISO 9001:2008 clause 7.4, and this ensures that incoming raw material does not interfere the production process and the quality output.
4. There is inspection checksheet contains items and their standards to be met.
5. Inspection of raw materials is done by taking the sample test.
6. Raw materials received and stored data are not documented.

Streamlining brings about greater process effectiveness, efficiency and adaptability. Table 2 shows the result of streamlining process of the material acceptance business process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Result of streamlining process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existing Business Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Quality Document Design

The output of this study is quality document that designed by considering improved business process. Quality documents resulted from this study are as follows:

A. System operating procedure of material acceptance process
B. Work Instruction of Mori Prima fabric inspection
C. Checksheet of Mori Prima fabric inspection
D. Work Instruction of Mori Primisima fabric inspection
E. Checksheet of Mori Primisima fabric inspection
F. Work Instruction of Gondorukem inspection
G. Checksheet of Gondorukem inspection
H. Work Instruction of Damar inspection
I. Checksheet of Damar inspection

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The performance of proposed design compare to the existing business processes of material acceptance process is explain as follows:

Effectiveness:
   i. An addition of incoming raw material testing, which is conducted in accordance with standard testing in SNI and Batikmark standard, creates a more effective inspection process in account of the ensured quality of raw material.
   ii. Raw material acceptance becomes more effective with the implementation of criterion-based testing as stated on the checksheet, which acts as a buffer that prevents the incoming of low quality raw material.
   iii. Customer requirements for batik products, produced with quality raw material, can be fulfilled.

Efficiency:
   i. Incoming raw material testing based on criterions stated on checksheet is able to reduce time spent on handling nonconforming products. Estimation results show that approximately 5.833 hours can be deducted from the total cycle time of both production process of stamped batik and hand-drawn batik, thus increasing the former cycle time efficiency by 8.39% and the latter by 6.52%.
   ii. The number of defective raw materials found in production process can be reduced to about 5%.
5. CONCLUSION

Several conclusions can be drawn from data processing and analysis using Business Improvement method that have been performed:

1. Proposed business processes in material acceptance process is designed in accordance with critical to quality targets specified by the company using Business Process Improvement method to improve critical processes, resulting in more effective and efficient business processes. Estimation results show that approximately 5.833 hours can be reduced from the total cycle time of both production process of stamped batik and hand-drawn batik, thus increasing the former cycle time efficiency by 8.39% and the latter by 6.52%.

2. This study produces quality documents consist of SOP (standard Operating Procedure), work instructions and check sheets that complies with ISO 9001:2008 clause 7.4 for the implementation of material acceptance quality assurance system. The documents include system operating procedure of material acceptance process, work instruction of Mori Prima fabric inspection, check sheet of Mori Prima fabric inspection, work instruction of Mori Primisima fabric inspection, check sheet of Mori Primisima fabric inspection, work instruction of Gondorukem inspection, check sheet of Gondorukem inspection, work instruction of Damar inspection, and check sheet of Damar inspection.

3. Further research can consider to include cost estimation in implementation of the proposed business process.
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